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GENERAL COMMENTS.good and badGood subject although its been done a few times by other designers  already.. Always check with Cardmodel list first to save a lot of time. Here are a couple to start with...http://www.cardmodelers.org/mailman/listinfo/listhttp://www.smartgroups.com/groups/papermodelsGood engineering.. Designer has a rosy future IMHO But there are quite a few things that need fixing.. There is a Fiddlers Green format that must be strictly followed.. This is talked about in the other comment examples so we won't go into that here..For format reference always check over the latest models that are listed on the FG home page:http://www.fiddlersgreen.net A model like this would earn about $75-$100.  As this is, it's worth only about $25 to FG because there is a lot of work to be done on it. Like..Instruction sheet with three views, history and interesting facts as well as a exploded drawing of the assembly details.�

chipfyn
These little tabs are diabolical. I'd go the route of another skinny little ring... OR slits that are bent inward with a film of glue spread over them..Check the nose of the Norge balloon soon to be released (end of June 05) for a really neat method of forming a large rounded section.�

chipfyn
Try to keep markings like this in ONE ring instead of breaking in in two like Eric did here.. Even if it means being a little less accurate, the model comes out better.�

chipfyn
Tabs are seldom like teeth.. Rather they get a flat outer edge..A. They glue up better with the extra area..B. They look less....like sharks teeth�
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To keep things simple,, this is better omitted (or called out as optional)  Instructions to use a black marker is preferred .. I, personally,  never liked fooling around with little cones and gluing them into intakes/exhausts.�
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All the telescoping parts need to have the tabs on the LARGER ring so they slide together easier.. Think about it as fitting the part into a funnel.�
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The entire insignia should have been moved so the seam falls between the bar and the circle.  Less messy.�
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This tab could have been one long piece- a little wider for easier gluing, with instruction NOT to score.. Not scoring hold the round shape a little better.�

chipfyn
A little shading on the underside is a good artisticly.This is a tricky red color but I recall these missiles WERE pink-ish so they could be tracked easier. RIght? �

chipfyn
Always give the markings a thin black outline so they're sharper.. Even tho the original probably didn't.It would have been nice to make the seam between the 'V' and the 'Y'�
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All text needs to be MS Comic�
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Sections need to be stacked up in order.. ALways horizontal across the page to take advantage of the vertical grain found in most cardstock�
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All pieces need a black outline.. Again, this just looks better to the modeler.. If he wants to, he can cut inside the black..Extra detail  like rivets and panel lines are included as much as possible.. The little extra effort to do so make so much difference to all who build it in the future�


